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To all, whom it may concern.
Beit known that I, ALBERTA. STURTEVANT,
of Hartford, Hartford county, Connecticut,
have invented certain new and useful Im
provements in Sewing-Machines, of which the
following is a specification.
My invention relates solely to the regulation
of the tension of both the upper and lower
threads of sewing-machines, and aims to pro
IO vide a simple means whereby the tension of
either thread may be adjusted to the proper
degree to produce a perfect stitch on any kind
of goods which are to be operated upon.
To this end the main feature of my invention
consists in the combination, with the sewing
machine, of a Small Scale graduated into de
grees representing the different degrees often

ferent lengths of stitches require different ad
justments of the tensions in order to produce
a Stitch of proper tightness and appearance 55
upon the goods; and in order to accomplish
this properly the tensions of both the spool
and shuttle threads must be correct relatively
to each other. This is generally accomplished
by experiment by tightening or loosening the
tension-clamp d for the upper thread, and
reducing or increasing the tension on the shut
tle-thread, and then trying the adjustment by
Sewing a few stitches, which tests have often
to be repeatedly made before the proper
stitch is produced. This is particularly diffi
cult to novices, who seldom produce a correct
stitch, and is also troublesome to adepts, par
the matter of the relative adjust
sion between minimum and maximum required ticularly
ments
of
the
two tensions, for the reason that
for different stitches or kinds of work, where there is no means
provided in present machines
by the proper tension may be weighed and the to
indicate when the shuttle-thread is at the
tension devices of upper and lower threads set same tension as the needle-thread, or at the
accordingly. This scale is preferably a simple proper
relative tension, except the experi
spring-scale, having its barrel or case pivoted mental test
of the stitch itself, which is ob
at one end to the front end of the arm of the
25 machine, and arranged to swing into either a jectionable by reason of being imperfect and
causing delay and annoyance.
horizontal or vertical position, with a knob, ofIn
to obviate these objections, there
hook, or roller on the end of the weighing or fore, Iorder
provide
the machine with a small weigh
movable spring-rod of the scale, around which
A, preferably a simple spring-scale,
the spool-thread may be passed in a loop to ing-scale,
whose range or indexis graduated into degrees
test the tension. The Spring-rod is also pro representing
of thread-tension suited
vided with a cam or screw-clamp by which to any class degrees
of
goods
of stitch from
the shuttle-threads may be gripped without minimum to maximum,orandkind
by
which
the ten
the necessity of tying a knot when it is de sion of either thread may be easily weighed
sired to test and regulate the tension on the or regulated and both tensions made abso
35 shuttle-thread. My invention, therefore, con lutely
or at any proper relative degree,
sists in the features above outlined, as here as willalike
be
readily
understood, thus effecting a
inafter fully set forth,
most desirable improvement in the manage
In the drawings annexed, Figure 1 pre ment
The Scale A em
sents a side elevation of an ordinary sewing bodiesofthesewing-machines.
usual elements of a Spring-Scale 90
machine provided with my tension-regulating viz., the barrel
f, spring g, and spring rod or
device. Fig. 2 presents a longitudinal sec plunger h, the spring
of being fixed at one end
tion of the tension-regulating Scale, to illus to the barrel and at the
end to the
trate more particularly the thread-gripping rod h, as usual. The side opposite
of
the
tube
f is slot 95
device on the Spring-rod.
45 In Fig. 1, a indicates the base or work plate ted, and is graduated into fine lettered or num
bered divisions along the length of the slot,
of the sewing-machine, and b the overhanging forming
a scale of weights or strains, and an
arm thereof; c, the needle-bar; d, the clamp index-point,
i, projects from the rod h through
or 'tension’ for the upper thread, and e the the slot and moves
the said graduations.
spool from which the thread passes the tension The spring g is ofover
course
a light or delicate
50 clamp d to the needle-bar and needle, as usual. one, its tension, when at its maximum
In the operation of sewing-machines, as is not exceeding the maximum tension tostretch,
put
well known, different kinds of goods and dif. upon the thread, as will be understood;be and
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the graduations on the tube from Zero to the
maximum represent successive degrees of ten
sion which may be put upon the threads suit
able for various kinds of work, as will be read
ily comprehended.

On the free end of the rod h is fixed a little

from the clamp on the scale by turning the
knob l; in the opposite direction, and the
shuttle may now be put in the machine and
the sewing commenced without further trials.
When the needle-thread is tested, as show in
by full lines in Fig. 1, the scale will show
twice the tension that is actually on the thread
on account of the compound-pulley arrange
ment of said thread, whereas when the shut
tle-thread is tested, as shown in dotted lines,

cylindrical block, l, having a beveled or ob
lique face, on which is mounted a little round
knob, c, having a beveled base to correspond
IC with the bevel on the block l, as shown best
the scale will show the exact tension Oll the
in Fig. 2, and a central stem, k", which passes thread
on account of its direct connection with
through a central perforation in the block l,
and whose end is riveted beyond the block to the scale, so that in case it is desired to have
prevent the Separation of the parts and allow the tension on both threads equal, the Straill
Only a limited play of the knob on the seat or indicated for the needle-thread must be twice
shuttle-thread; but in case it is de
block l, as will be understood. The knob lic that oftothe
have the strain on the shuttle-till read
has a knurled rim, by which it may be easily sired
turned by the fingers, and it has also a circum twice that of the needle-thread the strain ill 85
by the scale should be alike in both
ferential groove below the rim, as best shown dicated
CaSCS.
in Fig. 2.
The scale thus formed is preferably hung to Hence by this simple device the tensions of
the arm of the machine in a convenient posi both threads can always be accurately adjust
ed and set absolutely correct relatively with 90
tion to test the tension of either thread, pref. out
any guess-work or experiment, and with
erably at the top and front end of the arm, as
25 shown in Fig. 1, an eye on the end of the tube out the usual delay, trouble, and annoyance,
f being hinged to an eye on the arm, or other. and therefore a perfect stitch can be readily
wise pivoted, so that the scale can hang down produced on work of all kinds by novices or
vertically or be swung up into a horizontal adepts, which is a most desirable feature in
position near to the tension-clamp d, as shown the working of sewing-machines.
It will of course be understood that when
by full and dotted lines in Fig. 1.
Now, in order to regulate and test the ten machines are provided with my device accul
sion of the upper thread, it is only necessary rate tables will be prepared by careful tests
to swing up the scale A into a horizontal posi showing the proper degrees of tension for dif IOO
tion in line with the tension-clamp d, and then ferent designated kinds of work, so that all
3 5 pass the thread as it issues from the clamp d the operator will have to do will be to refer
around the grooved part of the knob k, holding to the table and adjust the tensions to said
the end of the thread in the fingers of one hand degrees, which can be accurately done by
and pulling lightly thereon, as illustrated, while means of the scale in the mannel' already de I O5
the other hand gradually tightens or loosens scribed, as will be easily comprehended.
the clamp until the index-point of the scale Furthermore, if the operator has any particul
stands at the degree required, with the thread lar kind of work to perform, and once finds
just slipping through the clamp, when the the proper degree of tension therefor, she can
clamp d will then be set at the proper tension. readily set the machine to the same tension I IO
After this is done the thread can be unlooped at any time thereafter, when the same work
from
the knob of the scale and the scale al is to be done again, thus Securing perfect
45
lowed to hang down in its free vertical position, accuracy in work under all conditions, and
and the thread can then be threaded through rendering the legulation of the machine in
the needle-bar and needle ready for sewing. one of its most important features easy and II5
The tension of the shuttle-thread can now be convenient,
set by passing the end of the thread between If desired, a scale acting by a weight might
the beveled faces of block lic and knob land be substituted for the spring-scale; but the
then turning the knob, which will cause the latter is considered much the best. I do not
beveled face of the knob to be forced against limit myself to the location of the Scale on the
the face of the block ic, and thus firmly clamp machine in the exact position shown, but con
55 the thread between them with a wedging cam sider that the most advantageous.
or screw action, as will be understood. The I am aware that it is not new to employ
shuttle is then pulled outward or downward, a small scale to test the tension of Sewing-ma
as shown by dotted lines in Fig. 1, until the chine threads, as shown in the Patent No.
thread slips through the tension-holes or other 42,801, of 1864; but my invention is distinct
tension devices of the shuttle, and the degree in the manner of connecting the scale with
at which the index of the scale stands is noted. the sewing-machine, and in the construction
If this degree is not the same as that to which of the scale to hold either shuttle or needle
the upper tension is set, then the tension on thread, as hereinafter claimed.
What I claim is
the shuttle is altered until the Scale shows
the same degree, or whatever other degree is 1. The combination, with a sewing-machine,
relatively correct for the shuttle, as will be of the spring-scale A, having its fixed part
understood, after which the thread is freed attached to the machine, and provided with
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3.

graduations representing degrees of thread- seat l, in combination with the rotary beveled

tension, with a positive friction-clamp on its clamp-knob k, substantially as and for the Io
movable part to hold the thread, substantial- purpose set forth.
5

ly asset forth.

2. In combination with a sewing-machine,

the thread-tension scale A graduated with
divisions representing degrees of thread-tea-

sion, and provided with the beveled claimp-
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ABER AUI)BON STURTEWANT,

Witnesses.
S. F. STURTEVANT,

W. R. STURTEWANT.

